
Free the writing 

 

If you cannot set the VisualWorks Home directory

C:/vw7.6nc/cormas    to  �   C:/vw7.6nc/

registry entries.  It is therefore necessary 

Adding a Super-Administrato

In the prompt command, type CMD

In the top menu, right-click on cmd.exe

 

Then in the window, type: net user Administrator /active

(for other languages, type: net user Administrateur /active

Administrador /active :yes (in Portugue

Free the writing permission on Windows 7…

VisualWorks Home directory (equivalent of the Java classPath

C:/vw7.6nc/   , this is due to Windows 7 that prevents to modify some 

therefore necessary to login on Windows as Super Administrator

Administrator account 

CMD, without pressing the Enter key! 

cmd.exe then select: « Run as administrator » 

net user Administrator /active :yes  

net user Administrateur /active :yes   for Windows in

Portuguese), or … 

ndows 7… 

classPath), from 

Windows 7 that prevents to modify some 

Super Administrator. 

 

in french or net user 



 

It is necessary that "the command completed successfully." 

Set the environment variable for VisualWorks 

To set the new value of the Environment Variable definitively, it is necessary to login as Super User 

(just once). 

First, log off Windows and log in by clicking on "Administrator": 

 

(If this is the first time, Windows will configure the desktop, that may take a little time.) 

Once you are logged in as Administrator, find the file cormas.im (Normally the Administrator account 

does not know how to open it). Then select (right button) « open with… » and select: 

C:/vw7.6nc/bin/win/visual.exe 

In the main interface of VW, click on the 3th "Settings" button , then on tab called 

"System". Click on the "Paste Current" button and remove 'cormas' from the path that is 

proposed. Apply. You should now have this: 

 



 

From now on, your VW Environment variable is set properly. You can leave the Administrator session 

and return to your normal session: the VisualWorks environment variable will be ok for the next 

exciting years of modeling! 

Simple, isn’t it??! 

 

   _______________________________________________ 

Videos in english : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu58weD7xQE 

Video em português : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VLDafrpUEw 


